Quora location

Its owner, Quora Inc. The company was founded in June , and the website was made available
to the public on June 21, In , the website was visited by million unique people a month. After
consulting with friends and eliminating ones we didn't love, we narrowed it down to 5 or 6
finalists, and eventually settled on Quora. In March , Quora, Inc. Nobody likes banner ads, ads
from shady companies, or ads that are irrelevant to their needs. In June , Quora redesigned the
navigation and usability of its website. In January , Quora launched a blogging platform
allowing users to post non-answer content. Quora was evolving into "a more organized Yahoo
Answers , a classier Reddit , an opinionated Wikipedia " and became popular in tech circles. In
March , Quora acquired the online community website Parlio. In April , Quora began a limited
rollout of advertising on the site. In October , Quora launched a Spanish version of its website
to the public; [26] in early , a beta version of Quora in French was announced. On February 9, ,
Quora announced changes to their anonymity feature, detaching anonymous questions and
edits from accounts. When asking or answering anonymously, an anonymous edit link is
generated, only through which the question or answer can be edited in future. These changes
went into effect on March 20, Users were able to request a list of anonymous edit links to their
existing anonymous questions and answers until then. In April , Quora claimed to have million
monthly unique visitors, up from million a year earlier. In September , Quora reported that it was
receiving million unique visitors every month. In December , Quora announced that
approximately million user accounts were affected by a data breach. In December , Quora
announced that it would open its first international engineering office in Vancouver , which
would deal with machine learning and other engineering functions. In June , as a result of the
coronavirus pandemic and employee response to work-from-home during shelter-in-place,
Adam D'Angelo announced that Quora would become "remote first", meaning that most
employees would not have to come into the office once shelter-in-place ended. With the help of
asynchronous JavaScript and XML , some site functionality resembles instant messaging , such
as updating follow counts and an indicator showing that a user is typing an answer. Quora
requires users to register with the complete form of their real names rather than an Internet
pseudonym screen name ; [44] although verification of names is not required, false names can
be reported by the community. This was done with the ostensible intent of adding credibility to
answers. Users with a certain amount of activity on the website have the option to write their
answers anonymously but not by default. Muller , Clayton C. Quora allows users to create user
profiles with visible real names, photos, site use statistics, etc. In August , blogger Ivan Kirigin
pointed out that acquaintances and followers could see his activity, including which questions
he had looked at. Users can disable this feature. Quora has developed its own proprietary
algorithm to rank answers, which works similarly to Google 's PageRank. Currently, Quora has
different ways to recommend questions to users: [54]. Quora supports various features to
moderate content posted by users. The majority of content moderation is done by the users,
though staff can also intervene. In November , Quora introduced the Top Writers Program as a
way to recognize individuals who had made especially valuable content contributions to the site
and encourage them to continue. About writers were chosen each year. Top writers were invited
to occasional exclusive events and received gifts such as branded clothing items and books.
The company believed that by cultivating a group of core users who were particularly invested
in the site, a positive feedback loop of user engagement would be created. Quora World Meetup
started in as a tradition for Quora readers and writers to interact and network. Quora World
Meetups are organized by a group of Quora contributors with a designated lead and as a
contribution from Quora they usually send branded swag and stickers to the attendees. The
World Meetups occurred from June 20 to June In April , Quora introduced a program that offers
incentives to users that ask questions. According to the Partner Program FAQ, "Questions are
compensated based on the user engagement and advertising revenue they generate. After you
ask a question, you will earn money on it for 1 year. This program has been criticized by some
member users who feel that the financial incentive has led to a mass posting of questions of an
inferior quality that have corrupted the original concept of the site. Founder Adam D'Angelo has
attempted to address some of this criticism. In November , Quora ended support of user blogs
and introduced a new feature called "Spaces". A space is a Quora page that has its own
administrators, moderators, contributors, and followers. Administrators control the space.
Moderators can add or delete content, and approve or decline submissions to the space.
Contributors can add content such as posts, external website links, or Quora questions and
answers. In June Quora announced that space owners in several eligible countries will be able
to receive a share of income from ads shown in their spaces. Quora was reviewed extensively
by the media in Since , Quora has attracted continued controversy for using robots. Quora was
highly criticized for removing question details in August According to some users, the removal
of question details limited the ability to submit personal questions and questions requiring code

excerpts, multimedia, or complexity of any sort that could not fit into the length limit for a URL.
Her lawsuit alleged that she had been wrongfully banned from the question and answers
website and accused of posting hate speech for her pro-Palestinian and anti-Zionist views.
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Own or manage this property? Claim your listing for free to respond to reviews, update your
profile and much more. Flights Holiday Rentals Restaurants Things to do. Skip to main content.
Log in to get trip updates and message other travellers. Quora Meadows Is this your business?
Guests â€”. Prices are provided by our partners for one room, with variable occupancy rules as
provided by the property, and reflect nightly room rates, including all taxes and fees known to
our partners. Please see our partners for more details. This photo does not represent the actual
location. Be the first to upload a photo of this property! Have you been to Quora Meadows?
Payments made by partners impact the order of prices displayed. Room types may vary. Full

view. East Midlands Airport 6 mi See all flights. Birmingham Intl Airport 32 mi See all flights.
Compare More Popular Hotels. View Hotel. Free parking. Breakfast Buffet. Breakfast included.
Long Whatton. Castle Donington. Venue is easy to access, free parking, free WiFi , recently
redecorated and really smart. Excellent level of cleanliness in the rooms and restaurant. Very
good food both Saturday evening and Sunday lunc
2010 honda crv repair manual
harley sportster carburetor diagram
2006 ford taurus
h. Stayed at the Royal Oak with my husband for my 40th birthday treat. The Friday night date
night is amazing value for money, and includes a bottle of Prosecco on arrival, 3 course dinner
with a bottle of house wine As always the Radisson delivers everything you expect from this
chain of hotels, excellent parking , lovely rooms, comfy beds, WiFi, good restaurant, staff,
professional and friendly, would always recommend. Free parking , however, you must record
your number plate as you book in. Write your review. Share your best travel photo. Get quick
answers. Not the right property for you? See all properties. United Kingdom England
Leicestershire Loughborough. Is This Your Tripadvisor Listing? Claim Your Listing. Frequently
Asked Questions about Quora Meadows. Nearby attractions include John Taylor Bellfoundry
Museum 0. See all nearby attractions. See all nearby restaurants. Are there any historical sites
close to Quora Meadows? Many travellers enjoy visiting Loughborough Carillon 0.

